My Idea is ___Anne’s self-driving car__________________________

My Search Strategy includes:

- Search with keywords. Try synonyms, which you can accumulate as you read relevant patents.
- Select examples of relevant patents and note their keywords and Patent Classification Codes. Look at cited patents and patents that have cited relevant patents.
- Search by the identified Patent Classification Codes in addition to keywords and find other similar patents.
- Iterate – repeat this search strategy on the new keywords and codes you find. Try different patent databases.

Words to describe your invention based on its purpose, composition and use.

1. _______________ self-driving
2. _______________ car
3. _______________ automatic control

Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) Scheme codes to describe your invention

1. ____________ B60W30/143
2. ___________ G08G1/166

3. ___________

Database gave me:

(se self-driving OR driverless OR autonomous) AND (car OR automobile OR vehicle) AND (automatic control)